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Sources for use with SECTION A.
Source 1: From Of This Our Time, the autobiography of Tom Hopkinson, published in
1982. Tom Hopkinson was the editor of the magazine Picture Post during the
war and was well known for his left-wing views. Here Hopkinson is recollecting
Churchill’s time as Prime Minister when Britain was involved in the struggle
against Nazi Germany.
A consequence of this seemingly unending series of disasters of 1941–42 was
that now for the first time there began to be criticism of Churchill as Prime
Minister. This took two different slants. Popular criticism, such as was to be
heard in pubs, air-raid shelters and in general talk, took the line that the ‘old
man’ himself was still the only possible war leader, but that he was failing
to share the burden sufficiently with others, and also being ‘let down’ by
commanders in the field. Simultaneously a body of ‘insider’ criticism began
to be heard which followed an opposite line, that it was Churchill who was
the cause of our continuing setbacks through his taking far too much upon
himself. Confidential meetings took place, at one or two of which I was asked
to be present. These were attended by MPs of all parties, two or three editors
and influential journalists. There were also some renowned admirals and
generals no longer in active posts but carefully briefed, it seemed to me, by
senior officers who were unable – or thought it unwise – to attend in person.
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Source 2: From Crusade in Europe, by General Dwight D Eisenhower, published in 1948.
General Eisenhower became Allied Supreme Commander in Europe in 1943
and was in charge of various operations including the Allied Invasion of
Europe. His seniority gave him direct political access to Churchill.
An inspirational leader, Churchill seemed to typify Britain’s courage and
perseverance in adversity. He was a man of extraordinarily strong convictions
and a master in argument and debate. He was completely devoted to winning
the war and discharging his responsibility as Prime Minister. It was difficult, to
get him to change his mind when I disagreed with his views.
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I admired and liked him. He knew this perfectly well and never hesitated to use 20
that knowledge in his efforts to persuade me to his own line of thought in any
argument. Yet, in spite of his strength of purpose, in those instances where we
found our views in direct opposition, he never once lost his friendly attitude
toward me when I persisted in my own course. Also he never failed to respect,
with meticulous care, the position I occupied as the senior American officer
25
and, later, the Allied commander in Europe.
He was a keen student of the war’s developments and of military history, and
discussion with him was always useful. If he accepted a decision unwillingly he
would return again and again to the attack in an effort to have his own way,
up to the very moment of implementation of plans. Some of the questions
in which I found myself, at various periods of the war, opposed to the Prime
Minister were among the most critical I faced. However as long as I was acting
within the limits of my instructions, he had no authority to intervene except
by persuasion or by complete destruction of the Allied concept. Nevertheless,
in countless ways he could have made my task a harder one had he been
anything less than a great man. I shall always owe him an immeasurable debt
of gratitude for his unfailing courtesy and zealous support, regardless of his
dislike of some important decisions. He was a great war leader and he is a
great man.
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